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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
Probably many of the readers of this Bulletin have had the
problem of adapting a cost and production control system to a
company which was in dire need of control of its costs and
productive activities but where, for various reasons, the operating cost of such a system had to be kept to a minimum. Such
a problem was faced and solved in the company whose practice
is described in this issue of the Bulletin. It would be hard to
imagine a series of manufacturing operations with more variations than outlined in this article. How these variations were
controlled and adequate cost data obtained while the cost of the
system was kept at a minimum, is clearly portrayed in this
article.
Our author is Elson P. Dolliver, who graduated in 1927
from the Engineering School of Tufts College with the B. S.
degree in Electrical Engineering. The following year was spent
with the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., where Mr. Dolliver
continued his education in the Westinghouse Student Training
Course. His industrial experience had been further supplemented by a year as Foreman with the Hood Rubber Company when, in 1929, he joined the United States Rubber Company as Industrial Engineer. Later, for two years (1933.35)
he was engaged in sales control work with this company. In
1935, he took up his present duties as Industrial Engineer with
R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co. of Wallingford, Conn. Mr.
Dolliver is a member of the New Haven Chapter and in 1937 -38
served as its Director of Publications.
COPYRIGHTED BY THE
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COST ACCOUNTANTS
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PRO DU CTIO N AND CO ST CO NTR O L IN TH E
MANUFACTURE O F CUTLERY
By E. P. Dolliver, Industrial Engineer,
R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., Wallingford, Conn.
Introduction
manufacture of cutlery in our plant presents many interT HE
esting and difficult problems of control from a production and
a cost standpoint. In the first place, we manufacture a line of
cutlery to go with each of our various lines of flatware, which
carries us through a price range from a knife retailing for five
cents to a stub retailing for upwards of two dollars. In this group
are some hundred and twenty-five items of various constructions
requiring from seven or eight to sixty or seventy operations, depending on the item. The volume on any one item is neither large
enough nor continuous enough to permit so- called straight line
manufacture. The sales demand is such that the orders received
during one week frequently call for more of a particular item than
had been sold in the previous four or five months. Combined with
this are almost daily requests for special items, that is, for a knife
with a particular type of finish, or a special brand name etched on
the blade, or for any one of a number of details that require special treatment.
Brief Description of Process
The cutlery group consists of various types of knives such as
dinner, dessert, grill, steak, duck, carver, breakfast, child, etc.
These types are further subdivided according to the nature of
their construction, namely, one -piece knife, two -piece knife and
stubs.
One -piece knives are forged either hot or cold from a round bar
of metal. The metal used is either stainless steel, stainless iron, or
high or low content carbon steel, depending on the particular class
of knife. The forge blank is then heat treated or tempered and cut
out to shape in a power press. From that point on, the various
types go through many various processes depending on the
final finish that the completed product is to have. A typical knife
would move through the following processes: cutting out, grind
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blades, ruff finish handles, rims and bolsters, tumbling, glazing,
mirror finishing, final handle finish, kennel, final blade finish, plate,
cut silver from neck, color blade, finish handle, inspect and
pack. This particular treatment may apply to only one item in the
line, whereas another knife out of the same blank would follow an
entirely different routine of manufacture, depending again on the
ultimate finish which the knife is to receive. Frequent inspections
are necessary to control quality. The high color or finish given
the knives in the final operations reveal and magnify defects that
are scarcely visible in the preliminary operations. This condition
brings about the necessity for extra operations and reoperations to
put the knife into shape so that it will pass final inspection.
Two -piece knives are, as the name implies, made up from two
pieces of metal. Usually a handle forged out of carbon steel cut
out to shape and slotted or drilled is riveted or assembled in a
press or drop hammer to a stainless or carbon steel blade cut to
shape and inserted in the slot or drill hole in the handle. From the
point of assembly on, the process varies widely for each type of
knife. Some go through for silver plated handles, some for
chrome or nickel, others for tin plating, etc. The operations on
two -piece are fewer than on one -piece knives and are to a large
extent machine operations, as against many more hand operations
on the one -piece construction.
Stubs are forged blades which are soldered into hollow handles
to go with the higher grades of plated and sterling flatware. The
blades are forged, hardened, tempered and cut out, after which
they proceed through from sixty to seventy hand and machine operations to the point of assembly with the hollow handle in another
department.
The foregoing paragraphs briefly describe the processes. They
involve a vast amount of detail. We may make 25 dozen of one
item in a year and ioo,000 dozen of another item, with process
time varying from four days to four months for various constructions. The total dollar and cent volume and the intensive competition in the manufacture of cutlery make it necessary to keep expenditure for controlling production and costs at a bare minimum,
yet we must have a positive control of these factors. To this end
we have developed a system which has worked out very nicely
for us.
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Cost Procedure
Each type of knife is set up on a separate cost sheet (Exhibit
i at the end of this article) on which is listed the various labor
operations and their costs, grouped to show totals for the forging
room, the handle finishing room and the cutlery finishing room.
These three rooms comprise the major divisions of the cutlery
process and are under the direct supervision of the cutlery department head. To the sum of the direct labor operation costs is added
a percentage to cover such refinish and extra operation costs as
have proven necessary in the manufacture of the item. These total
cutlery room labor costs are transferred to a summary cost sheet
(Exhibit 2 ) which includes plating and finishing labor together
with the quantity and cost of materials, including packing supplies
such as boxes and cases. The overheads are also applied on this
summary sheet, each class of knife having its particular burden
rate.
In order to determine the relative direct labor operating efficiency of the various rooms through which the work passes, we
cost the production of each room each week at the standard direct
labor allowances for each item produced and determine the ratio
to actual direct labor payroll for the room. We subdivide this in
the cutlery rooms into the standard and actual labor costs for the
three major classifications, two -piece knives, one -piece knives and
stubs, so that we can more readily isolate the high cost classifications for further scrutiny if necessary. To the standard labor for
each classification for each room is added the standard burden,
and the totals are added to the work -in- process inventory. A report of metal cut up each month is accumulated and priced by the
accounting department, and forms the entry for the material
charge to the work -in- process inventory.
Production Control Procedure
In view of the many and diverse processes in the manufacture
of our line of cutlery and the necessity for indicating to the manufacturing department supervisors, truckers and operators just
what operations and sequences are planned for the particular
knife, we adopted a coupon control system. On a coupon strip
(Exhibit 6) we list each operation on a separate coupon,
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where it is done, the rate, and the total earnings for producing the
work in the standard batch. In addition to this we include a
coupon for the production credit to the room for performing the
work and such coupons as we need for production follow -up. This
coupon strip represents the order to the manufacturing department
to produce the knives and is issued by the production control office
to the manufacturing department. A control of coupon numbers
issued is maintained in the production control office.
The coupons are produced from duplicator masters which we
have built up for each item in the line, and are run off on a liquid
type duplicator. The advantage of this setup for masters is great
inasmuch as we can run one coupon or one hundred coupons from
a master, depending on the quantity we want to order at one time,
and can file the master away for use when we want to order again
the next day, next week or next year. We feel that this coupon
system gives us the following advantages:
(a ) A knowledge that only the operations called for in the
cost sheet will be performed on the knife. There are such a
multiplicity of operations which could be and are performed
on similar knives that it is almost impossible for supervisors,
truckers or operators to carry them in their heads for all the
different items. Two knives from the same blank which are
identical in every way except in the final finish may parallel
in operations through 90 per cent of the process. The
coupons indicate the routing and thus prevent more operations than are necessary on a lower grade finish knife, and
at the same time insure adequate operations on a higher
grade finish knife so that it will plate and finish up to
standard.
(b) We feel sure that the right piece prices or standards
are being applied to the jobs and the payroll clerk has merely
to add up the coupons handed in by each man to compute his
pay.
(c) The number of the operator who performed each operation appears on the leader coupon so that it is possible
for supervisors to check back on faulty work from the inspection points.
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(d) In determining the standard cost of our production
for each room, we merely add up the amounts shown on the
production or "sent -out coupon" which is torn from the
strip and sent to the cost department as the batch is sent
from the manufacturing room with their operations finished.
(e) A good follow -up for production control purposes is
possible inasmuch as batch numbers are checked to the records from the coupons torn off at various key stations and
sent to the production office.
( f) Extra operations and reoperations are readily apparent to the supervisor as there is no coupon provided for operations other than standard and the supervisor has to approve payment for all non - standard operations. Through
the use of special work tickets for these extra operations,
this excess cost information can be readily brought to the
attention of the cost department.
(g) Each batch is counted and checked at the various inspection points to insure that we are getting the count which
we pay for on the coupons.
(h ) We feel that there is less chance for error inasmuch
as the information is duplicated from a master which has
been carefully checked for accuracy.

Detail of Production and Cost Control
i. From sales posted weekly to stock record cards (Exhibit 3)
we find that we need 5o dozen 7392 Sherwood two -piece chop
knives.
2. The stock control clerk makes out an order on the order form
(Exhibit 4) for 5o dozen 7392 Sherwood.
3. The schedule for the week is prepared, listing all orders
which are to be manufactured. (Exhibit 5.)
4. The masters for the 7392 Sherwood are withdrawn from the
file and two sets of coupon strips (Exhibit 6), calling for 25
dozen each, are run off and the master is filed for future use. Let
us assume that one coupon strip starts with the riveting or assembly operation in the forge room and carries the work through
to inspection in the cutlery finish room. The second coupon strip
carries the batch from the inspection point through the finishing
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processes to the final inspection and packing. The coupon strip
numbers are entered on the order to be used in followup.
5. The stock control clerk posts the stock record from the order
which is then filed in a visible file. Necessary deductions from
process stock for handles and blades are made by the clerk at this
point.
6. The coupon strips are sent out to the manufacturing rooms.
In this case one goes to the forge room and the other to the cutlery
finish room.
7. The trucker withdraws from physical stock the number of
handles and blades called for on the order and delivers them with
the coupon strips to the rivet operation. The handles and blades
are riveted and the operator detaches the first coupon, indicates
his clock number on it and on the leader coupon, and places the
balance of the coupon strip in the box with the standard 25 -dozen
batch of knives. At the end of the day the operator turn s his
coupons into the office from which point they are sent to the payroll department.
8. The batch of work goes through successive operations up to
the point of inspection.
9. The inspectors look over the batch and record on the coupon
the number passed and the number rejected. Those rejected are
returned for reoperation on a refinish ticket (Exhibit 7). A 25dozen batch of good work is made up, the second coupon strip is
placed with this and the batch is sent on through the successive
operations. A record of batches passed inspection at this point is
sent to the production office.
After the last operation has been performed in the cutlery
finish room (similarly in the forge room), the sent -out ticket is
detached and sent to the cost department. These coupons are accumulated weekly and a "Sent -Out Cutlery Report" (Exhibit 8)
is prepared from them by the cost department. This report forms
the basis for credits to the cutlery finish room for the standard
direct labor allowance on the three classifications, two -piece knives
one -piece knives and stubs. This report is sent to the payroll department where it is used to build the labor analysis report (Exhibit 9) prepared weekly for the various major manufacturing
units. A summary of direct labor, actual and standard, is pre -
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pared monthly from this data by the cost department. (Exhibit
IO).
II. The sent -out coupons are posted to the order cards in the
visible file and serve as a medium through which the progress of
the work is followed. The totals for each item for the week are
also posted to the stock record card.
12. After leaving the cutlery department, the work goes to a
central finishing unit serving all products and located physically
some distance from the cutlery department. This work may or
may not pass directly through to the packing room, depending on
the immediate sales demand for the particular item and the condition and size of the packaged stock in the packing stock room.
The finishing unit is used as a sor t of reservoir to supply the
packing room stocks. This makes possible a greater flexibility in
supplying the various finishes that may be ordered, and also expedites the assembly of orders calling for special set packing. An
item in the final finishing unit, which is in reality a part of our
packing and stock room setup, can be finished and shipped usually
on the same day that it is requisitioned by the packing room. To
assist the packing room in locating the item in any of the four
rooms comprising the finishing unit, we maintain what we call a
"post office" in the packing room. Here we accumulate by patterns (designs stamped onto the handle of the various pieces comprising the line) "post office" coupons which are detached when
the batches arrive from the manufacturing units. As the work
passes through the various finishing rooms, a move coupon is detached and sent to the post office where a clerk matches up daily
the move coupon with the post office coupon and punches a hole in
spaces provided to indicate that the batch has passed through that
particular finishing room. Inasmuch as we may have upwards
of a,000 batches of various kinds of work going through the finishing processes at one time, this "post office" setup provides a
ready means of locating a batch in case it is wanted to complete
an order or replenish stock. Samples of post office and move
coupons are shown as part of the coupon strip.
Q. As the batch is completed through to final inspection and
packing, a separate report is made by the inspectors showing
batch number, description, quantity passed, and quantity rejected.
This is sent to the production control office where an entry is
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made to the stock record and the entry on the follow -up card is
closed out. All work rejected is returned on a special refinish
ticket for the necessary reoperations to put it into shape to pass
inspection. Upon receipt of the packing move ticket, the post
office clerk removes the post office ticket from the file.

Conclusion
The adoption of this combined production and cost control procedure through the medium of the coupon strip has given us a
positive control over a process honeycombed with detail, yet the
clerical expense for its operations is very low compared with the
results we are achieving.
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